Production Grading

The production contract addresses the basic expectations for all company members. Actors should read and familiarize themselves with the contract and refer to it as questions arise.

Actors will be graded on the following:

- Work Ethic
- Collaboration
- Attitude
- Artistic Growth
- Reliability and Attendance

From this base grade, points will be deducted for the following:

### Lateness
- Rehearsal: 1 point per 1-10 minutes
- Dress rehearsal/Performance: 2 points per 1-10 minutes
- Costume Fitting: 2 points per event

### Absence
- Rehearsal: 5 points for first, 10 points for subsequent
- Dress Rehearsal: 10 points
- Performance: Automatic F
- Costume Fitting: 5 points for first, 10 points for subsequent

In addition, 1-5 points will be deducted for late or missed entrances, going up on lines, paraphrasing, and infractions including but not limited to eating/drinking/smoking in costume, altering blocking, loud backstage noise, joking or breaking up onstage.